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When you are confronted with a personal injury or sudden illness in a remote location, it is vital to
know what to look for and how to proceed. Wilderness MEDICAL: Emergency Treatment in Remote
Locations, Fifth Edition can be your comprehensive guide. A must for outdoor recreationists and the
ones who live or function in remote places, this book provides here is how to handle common
injuries and ailments when medical care is normally an hour or even more away.The Fifth Edition
includes: Coverage of the 2015 CPR and ECC Suggestions New content on first aid and
emergency care for dogs Decision tables offering a concise summary of what signs to look for and
what treatment steps to take Skill Sheets that offer step-by-step explanations and visual summaries
of important skills Flowcharts that reinforce the decision-making process and appropriate
procedures A refined table of contents for focused learning and quick referenceThis text is the
official collaboration between your Wilderness Medical Culture, the largest membership society in the
world specialized in wilderness medical issues, and the American Academy of Orthopaedic
Surgeons. Easy to check out, Wilderness MEDICAL: Emergency Treatment in Remote Locations
directs you through the most likely type of care.
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You still need hands on training BEFORE I knew I will have became a nurse... This has some very
nice information and is crucial read and have publication. This should be more of a refresher, get
some hands on training Just before packing this and hinking in to the mountains Five Stars A great
book. It is a quick reference for emergencies a good guide but not comprehensive which is fine for
the . ***** Perfect companion to the Field Guide Perfect companion to the Field Guide. Five Stars A
great book. Excellent, if pricey, coverage of wilderness first aid with great content material and
graphics. The patient evaluation and decision making program information is very clearly set forth,
the decision making algorithms are clear and useful, and the numerous illustrations and graphics
filled in many gaps in the WFR components I was given which were lacking on some of these
helpful niceties.. It was a lot to take in, especially for a non-medically educated person, but a good
resource. Much easier to teach the material from, and includes a large amount of expanded
information. Highly recommend it. ***** Five Stars thanks Essential reference guide Often in the
woods with the boyscouts I needed a little more info, in the event something happens to one of the
boys. Hard to pick up a whole lot from a book. Five Stars Great book! This is actually the third
edition of this book I've read. Not long ago i read it as you of two books I examined before going to
WFR certification. Even though some of the information in WFR went beyond the medical described
in this book, the information provided in this publication was invaluable. Yes, and No I am glad I
purchased it to have in my own prepper library. As often, do not simply depend on a book to
instruct you medical or related topics, but in the event that you just have one publication to either
learn wilderness/disaster-remote first aid or even to get baseline planning for a training course, this
would be my choice. Highly recommend it. If I were a constant or distant hiker/explorer, it would be
invaluable.. It is a quick reference for emergencies a good guide but not comprehensive which is fine
for the workshop We was teaching.
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